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Background

- Cytometry (FCM) is the primary assay for immune monitoring in clinical and research applications
- Ggcyto is a BioConductor package that provides a unified visualization interface to complex, ungated, 

gated, and/or annotated cytometry data structures
- Built on the ggplot2 package 
- Ggcyto also allows for data and axes transformation, back-gating visualization, plot faceting by 

experimental meta-data variables
- Analogously, autoplot can be used in order to create plots from flowSet and flowFrame objects (for 

ungated data) or GatingHierarchy and GatingSet objects (for gated data)





Purpose
- Open source software for computational cytometry has been gaining popularity over the past few 

years
- Why? This software has highlighted the importance of trying to standardize experimental and 

computational aspects of cytometry data analysis
- The R/BioConductor platform hosts the largest collection of open source cytometry software covering 

all aspects of data analysis
- Provides infrastructure to analyze cytometry with all of the relevant experimental and 

gating and cell population annotations
- This enables completely reproducible data analysis 

- For ungated files, you can use the automated gating template functionality of the openCyto 
package in order to detect sub-populations that can be applied to whole datasets

- The automation of this process saves the researcher from having to manually gate for 
matched experiments

- Saving time while improving reproducibility and objectivity



Supplementary Information



R Markdown
- Turns analyses done via R into 

organized presentations, 
reports, etc. 



Packages



GvHD dataset





CD3 versus CD19





Gated Data
autoplot(gs[[1]], gate = c("CD3", 
"CD19"), bins = 64)



Next Steps
- Import Madeline’s FCS files 
- Replicate processes shown in this presentation 
- Compare R version of plot to Madeline’s FlowJo version 
- FlowSOM
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